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Automatically constructed knowledge bases (KB’s) are a
powerful asset for search, analytics, recommendations and
data integration, with intensive use at big industrial stake-
holders. Examples are the knowledge graphs for search en-
gines (e.g., Google, Bing, Baidu) and social networks (e.g.,
Facebook), as well as domain-specific KB’s (e.g., Bloomberg,
Walmart). These achievements are rooted in academic re-
search and community projects. The largest general-purpose
KB’s with publicly accessible contents are BabelNet, DBpe-
dia, Wikidata, and Yago. They contain millions of entities,
organized in hundreds to hundred thousands of semantic
classes, and billions of relational facts on entities. These
and other knowledge and data resources are interlinked at
the entity level, forming the Web of Linked Open Data.

What Computers Should Know
Despite their wealth of facts, none of the major KB’s can
ever be complete. KB’s have been constructed and are main-
tained with focus on encyclopedic knowledge about promi-
nent and business-relevant entities, and often with strong
reliance on Wikipedia. This way of knowledge acquisition
misses out on a number of important dimensions, posing
open challenges for next-generation KB’s.
Temporal and Emerging Knowledge: Change is the
only constant in knowledge. Attribute values of entities
(e.g., city populations) and relationships between entities
(e.g., the CEO of a company or a person’s spouse) change
over time. New entities of interest are created all the time
and need to be added to the KB (e.g., new songs, sports
matches, babies of celebrities). Existing entities may be ir-
relevant for a KB at some point, but become prominent at
a later point.

So KB’s must be continuously updated. This requires
keeping versions of facts, along with their temporal validity
scopes. Some of the major KB’s have rigorously followed this
principle (e.g., [5]). However, as we aim to capture long-tail
and emerging entities as well, advanced methods are needed
for capturing the relevant time points and time spans (see,
e.g., [7, 22]).
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Salient Facts: KB’s have been built in an opportunistic
manner, mostly relying on Wikipedia. If Wikipedia does
not have the information or if a fact is stated only in sophis-
ticated form in the article’s text, all the KB’s miss out on
it. What is notable about the Nick Cave album “Abbatoir
Blues”? Many KB’s contain this album, listing its individ-
ual songs. No KB points out, though, that the song “Let
the Bells Ring” is about Johnny Cash and that the song “O
Children” is used in one of the Harry Potter movies. Part of
the problem is the poor coverage of predicate types: KB’s
are missing predicates like songIsAbout. There is a research
opportunity here: reasoning about KB incompleteness [4]
and capturing the truly notable facts.
Commonsense Knowledge: Automatically constructed
KB’s have mostly focused on harvesting encyclopedic fact
knowledge. However, for semantic search and other intel-
ligent applications (e.g., conversational bots in social me-
dia), machines need a broader understanding of the world:
properties of everyday objects, human activities, plausibility
invariants and more.

This calls for the goal of distilling commonsense knowl-
edge from Internet sources: properties of objects like size,
color, shape, parts or substance of which an object is made
of, etc., and knowledge on which objects are used for which
activities as well as when and where certain activities typ-
ically happen. For example, a rock concert involves mu-
sicians, instruments – almost always including drums and
guitars, speakers, a microphone for the singer; the typical
location is a stage, and so on. Projects on acquiring com-
monsense include ConceptNet [17] and WebChild [19, 21].
An exciting direction is organizing knowledge on human ac-
tivities [2, 20, 23]. However, it is still a long way to go for
computers to learn what every child knows.
Socio-Cultural Knowledge: Another dimension where
KB’s have a huge gap is the socio-cultural context. Con-
sider statements on people making discoveries or inventions.
On first glance, one would expect that these are objective
and universally agreed upon. On second thought, however,
it becomes clear that it depends on the background and
viewpoint of users. For example, people in the US would
say that the computer was invented by Eckert and Mauch-
ley, whereas a German would give the credit to Konrad Zuse
and a British may point out Alan Turing (or perhaps Charles
Babbage). This depends not just on geographical context:
teenagers may widely think of Steve Jobs as the (re-) inven-
tor of the (mobile) computer. For commonsense knowledge,
it is even more critical to capture socio-cultural contexts.
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What Computers Shouldn’t Know
Some of the knowledge graphs of the big Internet players
are reported to contain several hundred millions of individ-
ual entities, with billions of facts. This suggests that knowl-
edge is captured not only about prominent people, places
and products, but also about common users of online ser-
vices. For example, the KB of a search engine or social
network may contain information about a user’s purchases,
traveling, clicks, etc. By linking the information with gen-
eral world knowledge, the provider can perform generaliz-
able inference. For example, a user who often visits Thai
restaurants probably likes spicy food and would appreciate
recommendations for Szechuan restaurants.

All this happens in the interest of the user and with her
consent. However, it opens the door towards comprehensive
data gathering about a user’s online behavior and, indirectly,
her life. With extensive tracking by third-party companies,
this may result in detailed user profiling over extended time
periods. Such long-term profiling in turn incurs risks of in-
truding on a user’s privacy (see, e.g., [15] for a study on
slowly evolving loss of privacy). This is not necessarily in
the form of de-anonymizing the user, but could result from
generating personalized ads that the user may not want to
be displayed while her co-workers can see them (e.g., about
medical topics). More severe forms of discrimination may
arise, such as data-driven learning-based ratings of users
and algorithmic decision-making on job applications, visa
approval or denial, health insurance issues, etc.

Traditional privacy mechanisms are geared for anonymiz-
ing single datasets and do not address these kinds of privacy
and discrimination risks. In fact, one can argue that there is
no way of completely preventing privacy breaches, as users
do want to post information and opinions and share them
with online communities. What is crucially needed instead,
is a way of making users aware of such risks and provide
them with informative guidance on their online actions [13].
We are working on principles for a privacy risk advisor tool
that assists individual users in this spirit [1].

What Computers Shouldn’t Believe
Knowledge gathering has inherent uncertainty, as informa-
tion extraction cannot guarantee hundred percent correct-
ness. The more knowledge bases tap into contents about
long-tail entities, individual users and sophisticated relation-
ships, the higher the degree of uncertainty and risk of cap-
turing flawed information. The same argument applies to
acquiring commonsense and socio-cultural knowledge. This
raises the challenge of assessing the credibility of information
and the trustworthiness of underlying sources.

Coping with doubtful statements for KB curation has
been investigated under the theme of fact checking, some-
times called truth discovery; see [8] for a survey. A typical
use case is to debunk an alleged fact on Obama’s birthplace
being Nairobi in Kenya, and identifying the true birthplace
Honolulu on Hawaii. This can be done based on Web evi-
dence for and statistics about alternative variants, typically
using joint inference on fact credibility and source trustwor-
thiness (see, e.g., [10, 11, 12]). However, the problem is much
broader and more critical, as wrong or even fabricated claims
often appear in natural language text, such as news articles
or social media posts. This requires a deeper analysis of tex-
tual contents, with reasoning about the origin and temporal
dissemination of claims (see, e.g., [3, 6, 9, 14, 16, 18]).

Both traditional media (e.g., newspapers or digital news
feeds) and social media (e.g., micro-blogs or online commu-
nities) exhibit an increasing fraction of misleading or even
manipulative contents, ranging from completely faked over
”post-factual” (with pseudo-truth based on how the world
”feels” to someone) all the way to wild claims. Since promi-
nent politicians, business leaders and other stakeholders use
these channels to influence the public, the media landscape is
more and more becoming a twilight zone and battleground.
Inferring what is factual truth and what is ”post-truth”, ”al-
ternative truth” or plain fake in this space, and explaining
this to users, is a huge challenge and research opportunity.
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